CLOTHES:
Fall/Winter clothing will be
accepted at this sale. We accept
Preemie to Teen sizes.
Acceptable Items:
















ALL KID/BABY BEDDING
Halloween Costumes
Jeans & Pants
Long sleeve shirts
Winter/Fall Shoes
Coats
Winter Dresses
Holiday Outfits
Toys
Baby Equipment
ALL household furniture
Kid Books
Games, Movies, DVD's
Kids Room Decor
ANYTHING that has to do with raising a
newborn to a teen (for fall & winter)!

Non-Acceptable Items:












Drop-Side Cribs
Recalled Items
Shorts
Short sleeve shirts
Capri pants
Short skirts
Flip-flops or swim shoes
Sun Dresses
Swimsuits
Home Décor
Stained, Torn, or Broken Items

Inspection; JUST BETWEEN FRIENDS will be
conducting strict inspection on clothes, shoes,
toys, & electronics. Unacceptable items will be
returned to you.
HANGERS: Clothes must be hung on hangers with
the hook pointing to the left and the tag on the
tag of clothing or seam in right shoulder if you are
facing the item. (Make a question mark with the
hanger)
Please sew loose hems and make sure zippers,
buttons and snaps work properly.
Please check clothing for current fashion. Help
keep our reputation of only the best!!

FURNITURE:
Furniture sells really well. All kinds of children's and juvenile furniture will be accepted. To keep our
reputation of 'only the best', JBF asks that you be very selective about the quality of your furniture. All
furniture must be intact and sturdy.

Acceptable Items:


Bunk beds, twin beds, toddler beds, chest of drawers, cribs and changing tables. Children's play
furniture will be accepted as well. Only children’s room décor will be accepted, not adult
decorations.

Multi-Piece Item Tagging Instructions:
For non-hanging items with multiple separate pieces, put a tag on EACH piece. Fill out the first tag as
normal but include "1 of x", where x is the number of pieces total. On all of the other tags, write your
consignor number and the description, and "2 of x", 3 of x", etc.
DO NOT write the PRICE on any tag except the first when you are selling multiple pieces for one price.

LOOSE ITEMS:
Like blankets, bibs, cloth diapers, bottles, small toys, bows, socks, etc. must be in clear Ziploc bags with the
tag attached to the outside of the bag with a safety pin. Blankets and Snuglis sell better if they are hung
over a pant hanger. Be sure to put a safety pin on them so they don't fall off the hanger.
Use clear packing tape for securing the bags closed. This prevents 'little' hands from reaching in.

MATERNITY ITEMS:





Must be in excellent condition, cleaned and pressed. Fall and winter maternity clothing will be
allowed at this sale. Please do not bring out-dated maternity clothes. They will not sell.
Please secure the tops with safety pins if they have a tendency to fall off the hanger.
Breastfeeding tops are accepted with maternity clothing.
Other Maternity Items: belly bands, breast pumps, pregnancy books, etc. sell very well.

SHOES:








Please be aware of our goal....to be the BEST in the consignment business. Shoes will be inspected.
Shoes with dirt or mud will not be accepted. Clean or wash shoes before bringing them.
Must be tied in pairs by shoelaces, safety pin, ribbon, zip tie, or put the shoes in a clear baggie.
Laces and shoes must be in excellent condition.
Attach a tag with a large safety pin, or ribbon to the laces or tape the tag on the bottom of the
shoes or the bag.
Be PICKY on shoes!
Fall and winter shoes will be accepted at this sale.
For shoes with no laces, put them together in a Ziploc bag with the tag taped to the outside of the
bag. Tape the bag closed with heavy packing tape.

Toys:









Must be in working order
batteries included (you can get batteries very inexpensively at the Dollar Store)
recently cleaned
Small parts should be bagged and taped to the main part very securely. Use HEAVY packing tape. If
parts get separated, it will not sell.
Games and puzzles should have all pieces and be tied or taped closed.
Several small items can be grouped together in Ziploc bags (books, rattles, grab bags for small toys).
No stuffed animals unless they are cartoon name brand or battery operated.
Again, you MUST secure Ziploc bags with packing tape so that pieces do not get lost!

Infant Equipment:





Infant equipment includes: Car seats, strollers, high chairs, swings, exersaucers, bouncy seats,
boppies, play gyms, pack and plays and bassinets.
Car seats cannot be older than 5 years old and must have the owner’s manual.
Large toys and outdoor equipment
Large toys and outdoor play equipment must be clean, free of dirt and or water. Mr. Clean Magic
Erasers work well on these items. Must include all pieces. Name brands sell well.

Multi-Piece Item Tagging Instructions






For items with multiple, separate pieces, list on the barcoded tag how many pieces the items
contains.
Put a tag on EACH subsequent piece, but only the tag with the price should be a barcoded tag.
On the other tags, handwrite "1 of 3", 2 of 3", "3 of 3", etc...
DO NOT write the PRICE on any tag except the first!
Only use multiple tags for separate pieces; do NOT use multiple tags for items that are attached
together.

